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Electron Kaleidoscope: New Technique
Visualizes Multiple Objects in Many Colors
Ability to see beyond the grayscale promises future of revelations

In the conventional electron micrograph at left, it is difficult

to distinguish form and function of two hippocampal

astrocytes in a mouse brain. The multicolor micrograph at

right marks the two astrocytes using different color

lanthanides and more clearly shows where they contact

and nurture the same synapse (dark railroad lines). Image

courtesy of Stephen Adams, NCMIR, UC San Diego.

Electron microscopy (EM), which uses particle beams

of accelerated electrons to interrogate specimens, has

long been a leading technology for revealing the

shape and structure of the tiniest objects, from the

cells which make up the bodies organs and microbes

to individual building blocks or molecules which

comprise cells, in often dramatic three-dimensional

detail.

But current EM techniques are limited in that they

produce images only in grayscale, with colorization

added later. In a paper published online November 3

in Cell Chemical Biology, researchers at University of

California San Diego School of Medicine and Howard

Hughes Medical Institute describe a new form of

multicolor EM that allows for simultaneous visualization of multiple molecular species.   

“The ability to discern multiple specific molecules simultaneously adds a new dimension. It

reveals details, actions and processes that aren’t necessarily visible — or even suspected — in

a more monochromatic view,” said Mark H. Ellisman, PhD, professor in the Department of

Neurosciences and director of the National Center for Microscopy and Imaging Research.

Ellisman is a co-senior author of the study. Roger Tsien, PhD, professor of pharmacology,

chemistry and biochemistry, was also co-senior author. Tsien, who passed away August 24, was

co-winner of the 2008 Nobel Prize in chemistry for his work developing green fluorescent
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proteins as an imaging research tool. He was considered a leading light in microscopy and

imaging research and was cited as one of the “world’s most influential scientific minds” by

Thomson Reuters earlier this year.

Although there have been major improvements in multicolor and super-resolution fluorescence

microscopy in recent years, comparable progress in EM has been more limited, achieved

through automation and developments like the miniSOG protein, a new type of genetic tag

visible under an EM microscope that was developed by Tsien, Ellisman and colleagues in 2011.

To create multicolor EM images, first author and project scientist Stephen R. Adams, PhD, said

researchers sequentially painted cellular structures such as proteins, membranes or whole

cells with different “rare earth” metals, such as lanthanum, cerium and praseodymium in the

form of precipitates.

“A transmission electron microscope can distinguish each of these metals by electron energy-

loss to give elemental maps of each that can be overlaid in color on the familiar monochrome

electron micrograph,” said Adams. “Each color highlights a different component of the cellular

ultrastructure.”

Multicolor EM offers the possibility to differentiate detail not possible with standard EM, which

uses gold particles to label structures but which appear in images as sometimes hard-to-

distinguish black spots. It provides spatial resolution not possible with fluorescence

microscopy.

“This new method gives a more complete and easily detectable readout of the cellular

components as colors,” said Adams. “In theory, we should be able to add many more colors if

we can develop more ways of precipitating additional lanthanides. The method is quite simple

to do, uses easily made chemicals and requires detectors that are already present on many

transmission electron microscopes so it is potentially readily transferable to other laboratories.

Further research is needed to improve the chemistry and sensitivity of the method, but this

work will hopefully inspire other groups to devise similar methods in this field.”

Co-authors include: Mason R. Mackey, Ranjan Ramachandra, Sakina F. Palida Lemieux, Eric A.

Bushong, Margaret T. Butko, Ben N.G. Giepmans, and Paul Steinbach, all at UC San Diego at

the time they contributed to the work.

Funding for this research came, in part, from UC San Diego Graduate Training Programs in

Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology and Neuroplasticity of Aging, the National Institutes of

Health (GM103412, GM086197) and the W.M. Keck Foundation.
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